Rapid advances in technology have led to a wealth of large-scale molecular omics datasets.
statistical power and accuracy of current methods, which may lead to non-reproducible molecular signatures. Finally, while the same samples are profiled within a single study, the different omics platforms employed have their own inherent platform-specific artifacts such as variation between manufacturers and omics technologies. Data heterogeneity is therefore a major obstacle to combining multiple omics studies [17] .
Current data integration frameworks enabling the identification of multi-omics molecular signatures in a data-driven analysis include concatenation-based [18] and model-based integration (e.g. ensemble classifiers) [19] (Figure 1A-B) . Concatenation-based integration combines multiple datasets into a single large dataset, with the aim to predict a phenotype of interest. Model-based integration approaches such as ensemble classification construct a predictive model on each individual dataset before combining the model predictions. None of these approaches however account or model relationships between datasets and thus limit our understanding of molecular interactions at multiple functional levels. Therefore, there is a crucial need for novel integrative modeling methods, that can identify a multi-omics molecular signature by borrowing discriminatory strength from complementary information, across multiple functional levels while providing greater insight into disease mechanisms.
We introduce a multivariate dimension reduction discriminant analysis method, DIABLO (Data Integration Analysis for Biomarker discovery using a Latent component method for Omics studies, Figure 1C) as part of the mixOmics Data Integration Project (http://mixomics.org/)
As expected DIABLO with a full design correctly identified a greater proportion of
CorNonDis variables compared to a null design ( Figure 3A) . The difference increased further with the correlation strength between the variables. DIABLO with a full design also selected a greater proportion of CorDis variables compared with a null design, however this difference decreased as the fold-change increased, while no difference was found between the full and null designs when NonCorDis variables were simulated. Interestingly, we observed very similar classification error rates between the full and null design for the CorDis and NonCorDis variables ( Figure 3B ). The error rate was lower when the datasets contained NonCorDis instead of CorDis variables. As expected, when DIABLO was applied to datasets including only CorNonDis and irrelevant variables we observed a random prediction of the model (error rate ~ 50%).
In summary, the design matrix is an important parameter in the model, as it affected the types of variables selected by DIABLO. The purpose of the full design is to select highly correlated variables regardless of their discriminatory power whereas the null design selects discriminatory variables regardless of the correlation structure between variables. The error rate was similar in both designs, although the presence of highly correlated and discriminatory variables led to a slight increase in the error rate.
Comparisons with existing single-omics classifiers and multi-omics integrative classifiers using human breast cancer data
The subtypes of breast cancer (Luminal A, Luminal B, Her2-enriched and Basal-like) [28] have been the most replicated subtypes of human breast cancer [29] and a risk model based on the expression levels of 50 genes (PAM50) has been shown to successfully predict breast cancer .
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We integrated human breast cancer datasets (mRNA without PAM50 genes, miRNA, methylation and proteins) from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [32] in order to achieve a systems characterization of PAM50 breast cancer subtypes with other types of omics datasets.
We compared the classification performance of single-omics methods, integrative concatenation and ensemble-based approaches and DIABLO. The TCGA study was divided into a training and test set, where the training set was determined so as to include all samples in the proteomics dataset (see Methods). Most of the training samples were obtained in 2010, whereas the test samples were mainly obtained from 2011 to 2013 (Table S1 , Additional file 2). The training set consisted of 379 subjects (76-Basal, 38-Her2, 188-LumA, and 77-LumB) with four omics datasets, whereas the test set consisted of 610 subjects (102-Basal, 40-Her2, 346-LumA, and 122-LumB) with only three omics datasets (mRNA, miRNA, and methylation). The omics datasets consisted of 2,000 mRNAs, 184 miRNAs, 2,000 CpG probes, and 142 proteins (see
Methods for preprocessing of datasets).
We checked that the range of expression values within each omics dataset was consistent between the training and test set ( Figure S1 , Additional file
3).
For single-omics analyses, the penalized regularization method [15] Elastic net (Enet), random forest (RF) [33] and support vector machine (SVM) [34] were used to identify biomarker panels for each omics dataset (mRNA, miRNA, CpGs and proteins), respectively. In Enet the sparsity parameter (lasso penalty) was set to 1 to determine the smallest possible biomarker panel, whereas RF and SVM do not perform variable selection and retained all variables ( Figure   4A ). Multi-omics biomarker panels (with equal number of variables from each omics dataset)
. CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; were constructed using DIABLO such that the total number of variables was similar to the single-omics biomarker panels. The classification performance of single-omics biomarker panels was compared with DIABLO by using a 50x5-fold cross validation in the training set ( Figure   4B ). Enet gave the best performance for the mRNA panel (BER = 12.8±0.9%), however, DIABLO out-performed all single-omics methods for the other types of omics panels; miRNA, CpGs, and proteins panels, with respective training BERs of 14.2±1.9%, 14.1±1.3% and 13.0±1.8%.
For the integrative methods we applied Enet, SVM and RF in the concatenation or ensemble frameworks. For similar size panels, and on the training set, Concatenation-Enet and Ensemble-Enet led to the lowest BERs (11.4±1.1% and 11.9±1.1% respectively) compared to the DIABLO panels (DIABLO9 and DIABLO11, BER = 16.4±2.1% and 13.5±1.7% respectively, Figure 4B ). SVM and RF performed better than DIABLO using the Concatenation framework, but worse when used with the Ensemble framework. The main limitation of the Concatenation method is that all omics datasets must also be available in the test set, which in this study is missing the proteomics data. In addition, we observed that the Concatenation-based panel was heavily biased towards variables from the most discriminatory mRNA dataset ( Figure 4C ). As such, the Concatenation-Enet multi-omics signature consisted of 62% mRNAs and 4% miRNAs, 29% CpGs and 5% proteins. Figure 4D shows a large number of unique non-overlapping set of features between the methods. Most importantly, when examining the correlation between variables identified by each method as displayed in the circos plot (see Methods) we observed substantially fewer inter and intra-associations in the Concatenation and Ensemble-based approaches compared to DIABLO ( Figure 4E) . Therefore, the multi-omics biomarker panel selected by DIABLO was not only predictive of breast cancer subtypes, but also included highly correlated molecular features spanning different biological layers. Interestingly, although DIABLO did not substantially out-perform existing methods, it also did not under-perform. For example, out of all panels in Figure 4 , the best performing panel was RF including all 2000 mRNA transcripts with a training and test performance of 13.0±1.1% and 12.0%. The second best performing panel was the DIABLO7 panel with a training and test BER of 13.0±1.8% and 12.2%, based on 60 features (15 from each omics dataset). Therefore, we conclude that DIABLO performs competitively with current methods with an enhanced focus on selecting discriminatory and correlated multi-omics variables.
Multi-omics biomarker panel predicts the PAM50 breast cancer subtypes
We demonstrate our mixDIABLO pipeline presented in Figure 2 to identify a multi-omics biomarker signature predictive of the PAM50 human breast cancer subtypes and determine its biological significance ( Figure 5A ). The path diagram of Figure 5A , was determined by using a correlation cut-off 0.8 for between dataset pair-wise correlations ( Figure S2 , Additional file 4)
The panel size of the Enet classifier, which is dependent on the elastic net penalty (Lasso penalty set to 1), remained quite large (hundreds of variables). DIABLO on the other hand can fit a very sparse model that contains only a few variables in each dataset. Figure 5B shows the tuning step to set the optimal number of variables in each dataset to be selected with a minimum BER (see Methods), resulting in a multi-omics panel of 9 variables selected from each dataset (BER = 13.4±1.5%). Figure 5C shows the sample clustering of the subjects in the training cohort, with the Basal group clearly separated from the rest of the subjects and a significant overlap between the Luminal groups. Using a correlation cut-off of 0.7, DIABLO identified 44 pair-wise associations between miRNA and other omics variables (mRNA, CpGs and proteins), amongst . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; which 34 (77%) were negative correlations ( Figure 5D ). Similar to Figure 5C , the heatmap in Figure 5E shows tight clustering of Basal and Her2 samples, and intermixing of the Luminal A and B samples. We then performed a gene-set enrichment analysis for each set of 9 variables separately using curated gene sets and oncogenic signatures (C2 and C6 collections) (see A holistic view of molecular processes in blood during allergen inhalation change.
Next we showed the utility of DIABLO to a repeated measures study, incorporating cell-types and pathway-based modules using molecular data from 14 asthmatic individuals undergoing allergen inhalation challenge [35, 36] (Figure 6A ). Blood samples were collected prior to (pre) and 2 hours after (post) allergen challenge and profiled for cell-type frequencies (9 cell-types), leukocyte gene transcript expression and plasma metabolite abundances. A module based approach (also known as eigengene summarization [11] ) was used to transform both the gene expression and metabolite datasets into pathway datasets. Consequently, each variable in those two datasets now represented the pathway activity expression level for each sample instead of direct gene/metabolite expression. The mRNA dataset was transformed into a Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) dataset whereas the metabolite dataset was . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; transformed into a metabolite pathway dataset (see Methods). We observed that metabolite modules were highly correlated with cell-counts and gene modules (Pearson correlation > 0.8) (Figure S3 , Additional file 5). To account for the repeated measures experimental design, a variance decomposition technique was applied to all datasets (see Methods). Figure 6B shows our chosen DIABLO design to identify correlated sets of cells, gene and metabolite modules that were altered after allergen inhalation challenge. The DIABLO model identified 2 cell-types, 10 gene and metabolite modules across two components. We compared the performance of DIABLO with variance decomposition for the repeated experimental design (AUC=99%, leaveone-out cross-validation) or with no variable decomposition (AUC=85%), suggesting a high individual variability that is greater than the pre-post challenge differences ( Figure 6C ). Figure   6D shows that the DIABLO method is able to maximize the correlation between components from each omics dataset or module as specified in the design matrix, and the first component shows a clear separation between pre-and post-challenge samples. Interestingly, many asthmarelated cell-types and molecular pathways were identified by DIABLO, as represented in Figure   6E The selected cell-types, eosinophils and basophils, are considered hallmarks of allergic asthma [37] . The selected gene-module pathways included Asthma KEGG pathway ( Figure S4 
Discussion
Classification algorithms a priori do not focus on incorporating biological information and therefore, any derived discriminatory markers ("biomarkers") may not mechanistically link the underlying biology to the phenotype. To address this concern, we developed DIABLO, an integrative classification method which not only identifies subsets of discriminatory molecules from each omics dataset, but also aims to more plausibly model the correlation structure between them, assuming that correlation implies similar functional relationships [26] .
DIABLO promotes a compromise between a performance-driven and biologically-driven multi-omics biomarker panel. For example, for the single-omics analyses, the mRNA dataset was found to be the most discriminatory and led to superior performance using Enet, SVM and RF compared to the multi-omics DIABLO panel which included equal numbers of each type of omics variables. The high performance of the mRNA dataset may be due to the fact that the PAM50 gene classifier was developed using gene expression data (even though the PAM50 genes were removed) and thus, genes correlated with the PAM50 genes may be driving the classification signal. Therefore, although DIABLO provided an enhanced set of correlated omics variables, its classification performance was hindered by variables with less discriminatory power. On the other hand, DIABLO out-performed the other single-omics panels (miRNA, CpGs and proteins), which may be explained by the integrative focus of DIABLO, where stronger discriminatory omics variables may compensate for weaker ones. While the existing integrative schemes using Enet out-performed DIABLO, they presented strong limitations, such as an over representation of selected mRNAs (Concatenation-Enet) and panels with a large number of features (Ensemble-Enet). Furthermore, the Concatenation method could not be objectively . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; assessed in the test set that was missing proteomics data, while the Ensemble methods could only be assessed based on three omics datasets. The DIABLO classifier, however, was built by integrating all four datasets and tested using three datasets. The integration task in DIABLO models the information contained in the proteomics dataset, even though it was missing in the test set. Therefore, DIABLO gives a competitive performance compared to existing integrative methods with added user-friendly benefits of: 1) user specified number of features, 2) strong correlation between the variables identified and 3) ability to make predictions on new data even when some new datasets are missing. Lastly, although we have shown comparable performance of DIABLO with existing methods for this particular human breast cancer data, conclusions may vary with other datasets from other biological studies.
A challenge that limits the clinical translatability of multi-omics biomarker panels is the increased number of features that need to be assessed in combination. DIABLO is able to build a sparse classifier (36 variables, 9 from each omics space) with a competitive performance compared to existing methods which contained hundreds of omics-specific variables. Our analyses revealed a multi-omics characterization of the PAM50 breast cancer subtypes by combining selected mRNA, miRNA, CpGs, and proteins as validated by the gene-set enrichment analyses. Although the top ranked pathways (many related to breast cancer) were enriched with mRNA and proteins, this suggests that the identified miRNA and CpGs may also play a role in determining the PAM50 subtypes. Therefore, DIABLO helps generate novel hypotheses that arise from evidence through multiple biological layers of information and may lead to more robust signatures compared to those generated via single-omics analyses.
We also demonstrate the utility of DIABLO to study molecular processes across different omics layers by combining DIABLO with a modular approach. Often biologists are interested in This proof-of-concept study demonstrates the ability of DIABLO to uncover common relationships between different biological layers, resulting in novel hypotheses to be validated in the laboratory.
Despite the multi-purpose nature of DIABLO, we acknowledge some limitations of the method. The linearity assumption between the selected omics variables and the response may not be valid in some biological research areas, and the further development of kernel-based methods to model non-linear relationships between omics levels and the response may overcome this problem. The other limitation that is also encountered with other machine learning algorithms is the tuning of the parameters. The optimal number of variables to select from each dataset, can be computationally intensive, as we have used repeated cross-validation to ensure unbiased classification error rate evaluation. A grid approach was deemed reasonable and provided very good performance results, but may still be suboptimal as we had to restrict the grid space.
Finally, and similar to other methods, DIABLO suffers from potential technical artifacts of the data, such as batch effects, presence of confounding variables and differences in noise levels with respect to the different technologies used for each omics dataset. Therefore, we recommend .
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Nowadays, system biologists, computational biologists and bioinformaticians dealing with multi-omics studies face the challenge of 'missing' the biological question, thus relying on data-driven statistical approaches in the absence of specific hypotheses to be tested. Our study
shows that a precise biological question is crucial to perform integrative analyses, as it will aid the choice of the design in the DIABLO model, whether to use of variance decomposition and whether to use pathway-based modules. Our proposed pipeline has strong potential to identify multi-omics signatures that discriminate multiple phenotypic groups and can be interpreted through the use of various graphical outputs. Our ultimate goal is that those identified molecular signatures will help in generating novel biological hypotheses to be tested and validated back in the laboratory, thus eventually filling the gap of the missing biological question.
Conclusions
We introduced DIABLO, a dimension reduction multivariate method to integrate several omics datasets measured on the same set of samples, while accounting for the heterogeneity between omics platforms. The aim of DIABLO is to classify samples according to known phenotypic groups, to identify a small but robust multi-omics molecular signature that can predict phenotypic groups in new test samples.
To our knowledge, DIABLO is the only integrative classification method that models the correlation structure between omics data spaces, thus improving biological insights by linking biology to phenotype. We propose a flexible framework for different data-types that can be applied to any type of datasets (not only omics), various study designs and pathway-based . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; module analyses. The mixDIABLO framework will allow researchers to explore datasets, build multi-omic panels, assess the performance of these integrative statistical models, create visualizations to assist in the interpretation of these models in the biological context, and, ultimately, generate novel hypotheses to be validated in the laboratory.
Methods
Code availability and software tool requirements. The DIABLO framework is implemented in the mixOmics R package [20, 21] . mixOmics currently includes 15 multivariate methodologies, for single-omics analysis and integration of two datasets. All scripts/tutorials can be found on the webpage (http://www.mixomics.org/mixDIABLO). All analyses were performed using the R statistical computing program [43] (version 3.3.1) and the mixOmics package (version 6.0.0).
Statistical methods and analysis
General multivariate framework to integrate multiple datasets measured on the same samples.
DIABLO extends sparse generalized canonical correlation analysis (sGCCA) [24] to a classification framework. sGCCA is a multivariate dimension reduction technique that uses singular value decomposition and selects co-expressed (correlated) variables from several omics datasets in a computationally and statistically efficient manner. sGCCA maximizes the covariance between linear combinations of variables (latent component scores) and projects the data into the smaller dimensional subspace spanned by the components. The selection of the correlated molecules across omics levels is performed internally in sGCCA with l 1 -penalization on the variable coefficient vector defining the linear combinations. Note that since all latent . CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; components are scaled in the algorithm, sGCCA maximizes the correlation between components.
However, we will retain the term 'covariance' instead of 'correlation' throughout this section to present the general sGCCA framework.
Denote K normalized, centered and scaled datasets X 1 The underlying assumption of the sGCCA model is that the major source of common biological variation can be extracted via the component scores ! ! , while any unwanted variation due to heterogeneity across the datasets X K does not impact the statistical model. The optimization problem (1) is solved using a monotonically convergent algorithm [24] .
DIABLO for supervised classification analysis and prediction. To extend sGCCA for a classification framework, we substitute one omics dataset X k in (1) The class membership of a new sample i which is measured across the different types of omics datasets ! ! is predicted using the fitted sGCCA model with the estimated variable coefficients vectors â k to estimate the predicted scores
k corresponds a predicted continuous score !,! which assigns a predicted class using a distance such as the Maximum, Centroids or Mahalanobis [20] , as described in Lê Cao et al. [23] and in the mixOmics package. Each component !,! associated to each dataset k predicts the class membership of the new sample i, and the consensus class membership across all K datasets is determined using either a majority vote or by averaging all !,! across all K datasets before using the prediction distance of choice (average prediction scheme). In case of ties in the majority vote scheme, 'NA' is allocated as a prediction. Because the class prediction relies on individual vote
from each omics set, DIABLO is highly flexible and thus allows for some missing datasets X k during the prediction step. In our two studies we used the centroid distance for the majority vote scheme (breast cancer study) and the maximum distance for the average vote scheme (asthma study) during performance evaluation and test set prediction.
Design matrix in DIABLO. The design matrix C is a KxK matrix of zeros and ones which specifies whether the covariance between two datasets should be maximized in the DIABLO model, as presented in equation (1) . In our simulation study we evaluated two different scenarios: a null design is when no datasets are connected, and a full design is when all datasets are connected:
Note that internal to the DIABLO method, the design always links each dataset to the outcome Y.
For the two case studies (breast cancer and asthma) the design matrix was computed based on our proposed method (see below Parameters tuning).
Parameters tuning.
The first parameter to tune in the design matrix C, which can be determined using either prior biological knowledge, or a data-driven approach. The latter approach uses PLS method implemented in mixOmics that models pair-wise associations between omics datasets. If the correlation between the first component of each omics dataset is above a given threshold (e.g. 0.8) then a connection between those datasets is included in the DIABLO design.
The second parameter to tune is the total number of components. In several analyses we found that G − 1 components were sufficient to extract sufficient information to discriminate all phenotype groups [23] , but this can be assessed by evaluating the model performance across all specified components (described below) as well as using graphical outputs such as sample plots to visualize the discriminatory ability of each component. .
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Sample plots. Pairs of components associated to each dataset are used to represent the samples projected in the space spanned by those components in each individual omics dataset. The sample plot enables the user to visualize the ability of the DIABLO model to extract common information at the sample level for each dataset, as well as to visualize the discriminatory power of each data type to separate the phenotypic groups. The scatterplot matrix ( Figure 5C, Figure   6D ) represents correlation between components for the same dimension but across all omics datasets to verify that the model maximizes the correlation as indicated in the design matrix.
Since DIABLO is a supervised method, separation of subjects of different phenotypic groups can be seen using this type of plot.
Variable plots.
To visualize selected variables, we proposed circos plot ( Figure 5D ) to represent correlations between and within variables from each dataset at the variable level. The association between variables is computed using a similarity score that is analogous to a Pearson correlation coefficient, as previously described in [45] . For each omics dataset, DIABLO produces a variable coefficient matrix of size (p k x H), where H is the total number of components in the model. The product of any two matrices approximates the association score between variables of the two omics datasets. The association between variables is displayed as a color coded link inside the plot to represent a positive or negative correlation above a user-specified threshold.
The selected variables are represented on the side of the circos plot, with side colors indicating each omics type, optional line plots represent the expression levels in each phenotypic group.
When we compared several approaches that do not output latent components (e.g. Enet) we calculated instead a Pearson correlation matrix, where each link represents a Pearson correlation coefficient.
.
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Clustered Image Map (CIM). A clustered image map [45] based on the Euclidean distance and
the complete linkage displays an unsupervised clustering between the selected variables (centered and scaled) and the samples. Color bars represent the sample phenotypic groups (columns) and the type of omics (rows) variables.
Gene-set enrichment analyses
Significance of enrichment was determined using a hypergeometric test of the overlap between the selected features (mapped to official HUGO gene symbols or official miRNA symbols) and the various gene sets contained in the collections. In order to carry out the comparison, each feature set was mapped back to official HUGO gene symbols. This was done as follows across the respective data types: 1) mRNA -gene symbols used as-is. 2) DNA methylation -features were mapped to coding gene symbol manually from downloaded annotation file. 3) Proteinfeatures mapped to coding gene symbol manually from downloaded annotation file. 4) miRNAa previously described strategy was used [46] . Briefly, all gene sets were mapped back to a set of miRNAs associated with them, using a database of computationally predicted target genes for each miRNA (e.g. if a gene set is composed of genes A, B and C, genes A and B are targets of miRNA X, while gene C is a target of miRNA Y and Z, the new gene set will be made up of miRNA X, Y and Z. This effectively deals with deduplication issues.) Enrichment of the miRNA features was then assessed against these transformed gene sets.
The following collections were used as gene-sets for the enrichment analysis [47]: 1) C2 is a collection of curated gene sets such as Pathway Interaction DB (PID), Biocarta (BIOCARTA), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), and Reactome (REACTOME). 2) C6 is a .
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Input data in DIABLO. While DIABLO does not assume particular data distributions, all datasets should be normalized appropriately according to each omics platform and preprocessed if necessary (see normalization steps described below for each case study). Samples should be represented in rows in the data matrices and match the same sample across omics datasets. The phenotype outcome Y is a factor indicating the class membership of each sample. The R function, in mixOmics will internally center and scale each variable as is conventionally performed in PLS-based models and will create the dummy matrix outcome from Y. A multilevel variance decomposition option is available for repeated measures study designs (see below).
Data description and preprocessing
Breast cancer multi-omics study. The reverse phase protein array dataset (mda_rppa_core-protein_normalization) was downloaded . CpG probes x 885 subjects). There were 25,978 CpG probes in common between the platforms.
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The PAM50 labels for 1182 samples were obtained from the TCGA staff.
Since some samples were derived from the same individuals, all datasets were restricted to samples coming from the primary solid tumor (sample type code 01) and to the first vial (vial code A), resulting in the following datasets for mRNA (20, 502 genes x 1080 subjects), miRNA
(1,046 miRNAs x 1066 subjects), proteins (142 proteins x 403 subjects), CpGs (25, 978 CpG probes x 1066 subjects) and 1049 subjects with PAM50 subtypes present.
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; Training and test cohorts. There were 387 subjects (Basal: 76, Her2: 38, LumA: 188, LumB: 77 and Normal: 8) common between the clinical, mRNA, miRNA, proteomics, methylation and PAM50 label datasets. The biomarker analysis was performed using 4 molecular datasets, mRNA, miRNA, CpGs and proteins. Since the proteomics dataset was the limiting dataset, the test datasets only consisted of the mRNA, miRNA and CpG data matrices. The test cohort consisted of 638 subjects; Basal: 102, Her2: 40, LumA: 346, LumB: 122 and Normal: 28. Given the limited number of normal subjects, they were not used in the biomarker analysis.
Normalization and pre-filtering. The count data for the mRNA dataset was normalized to log2-counts per million (logCPM), similar to limma voom [48]:
After library size normalization, genes with counts less than 0 were removed. In addition, the 3000 most variable genes based on the median absolute deviation (MAD) were retained for downstream analysis. The PAM50 genes were also removed from the mRNA dataset prior to analyses. Similarly, the miRNA count data was normalized to logCPM and miRNA transcripts with counts less than 0 were also removed. The CpG probes containing missing data were removed from the methylation data and the 2000 most variable probes based on MAD were retained for downstream analysis. 
Modular analysis.
Eigengene summarization is a common approach to decompose a n by p dataset (where n is the number of samples and p is the number of variables in a module), to a component (linear combination of all p variables) that represents the summarized expression of genes in the module [11] . For the asthma study, 15,683 genes were reduced to 229 KEGG pathways and 292 metabolites were reduced to 60 metabolic pathways using eigengene summarization.
Multilevel transformation for repeated measures study designs. For multivariate analyses, A multilevel approach separates the within subject variation matrix (X w ) and the between subject variation (X b ) for a given dataset (X) [50], ie. X = X w + X b . In the case of a two-repeated measured problem (e.g. pre vs post challenge), the within subject variation matrix is similar to . 3, 2016; calculating the net difference for each individual between the data obtained for pre and post challenge. For each omics dataset, the within-subject variation matrix was extracted prior to applying DIABLO. In the asthma study, the multilevel approach (called variance decomposition step) was applied to the cell-type, gene and metabolite module datasets. 
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independently. Prediction is performed by combining all individual predictions. C) The proposed DIABLO method models relationships between omics datasets based on a given design determined according to a data-driven or knowledge-driven approach. The multivariate method then maximizes the correlation between latent components of each omics when specified in the design. Prediction is based by combining all omics latent components predictions. 
will be modeled in the DIABLO method to identify a multi-omics biomarker panel.
Classification performance is assessed using repeated cross-validation and interpretation of the results is enabled through various sample and variable plots, as well as pathway enrichment analysis. 
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Additional File 1
Simulation study The purpose of this simulation was to study the effects of the design matrix on the variables selected by DIABLO and their corresponding error rates. Two designs were tested: the null design where no datasets were connected and the full design where all datasets were connected. Three datasets (X, Y, Z) for two phenotypic groups (Y) were generated of equal sizes 100 observations by 150 variables. 100 out of the 150 variables were noisy irrelevant variables and we assessed the ability of DIABLO to identify the true 50 discriminative and/or correlated variables and evaluated the classification error rate for different simulation scenarios where both correlation and noise levels were varied.
To that end we simulated four types of variables, namely non-discriminatory but correlated variables, discriminatory (i.e. explaining the phenotype of interest) but correlated variables, discriminatory non-correlated variables and irrelevant (noisy) variables, as described below:
Non--discriminatory correlated variables
We generated covariance matrices Σ of size p 1 x p 1 with different correlation strength λ [∈(0,1)], where p 1 = 50:
We denote X nonDisCor a p 1 -dimensional random vector, generated from the multivariate normal distribution X nonDisCor ~ N(µ, Σ) where µ = (0, …, 0) as those variables are not discriminatory. We then randomly allocate X nonDisCor into X 
Discriminatory non--correlated variables
Generate a kxk covariance matrix:
, where k = 50
DIABLO analysis
We then ran DIABLO integrating the three simulated data sets X, Y, Z with equal numbers of observations (n=100) and including Y as the categorical outcome(class vector indicating that 100 samples belong to group1 and 100 samples to group2). Those data sets include 150 variables c,c,. .,c)
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/067611 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 3, 2016; each, among which 100 variables were deemed irrelevant variables (not correlated between datasets, and not discriminatory), and the remaining 50 variables were either 1) correlated across all three datasets but not discriminatory between groups (CorNonDis), or 2) correlated and discriminatory (CorDis) or 3) not correlated but discriminatory (NonCorDis). Separate scenarios of three datasets were constructed by varying the fold-change between the two groups (from 0 to 1.5) and the levels of noise (0-no noise, 1-low noise, 5-medium noise and 15-high noise). In addition, the strength of correlation varied for the parameter λ used to generate the covariance matrices. The figure below depicts three covariance matrices for low (λ=0.75), medium (λ=0.91) and highly (λ=0.98) correlated variables.
The DIABLO analysis included 1 component and 50 variables to be selected and we compared the performance in terms of classification error rate and identification of the true relevant variables when using different matrix designs, namely a full design or a null design.
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Figure. Covariance matrices varying the strength of correlation between variables.
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The range of expression for each omic dataset was similar between the training and test set. Note, there was no protein expression data present for subjects in the test set. 
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